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ABSTRACT

Objective: To evaluate and compare the effect of two approaches of cryotherapy for improving the success rate of Inferior alveolar nerve block and reduction of pain during access opening in mandibular molars with symptomatic irreversible pulpitis.

Materials and Methods: Thirty patients diagnosed with symptomatic irreversible pulpitis were selected based on inclusion and exclusion criteria to participate in the study. 3 groups were designed; Group 1(Control group) - inferior alveolar nerve block(IANB) with lignocaine (2%) adrenaline (1:80000), Group 2(IANB+ small ice pack)- inferior alveolar nerve block with lignocaine (2%) adrenaline (1:80000) + small ice packs (wrapped in sterile gauze); Group 3 (IANB+Endo Ice) -inferior alveolar nerve block with lignocaine (2%) adrenaline (1:80000) + Endo Ice application. Patients were randomly allocated to any one of the groups: The level of preoperative pain was recorded using the Numeric visual analogue scale (VAS). Endodontic therapy was done 15 minutes after the IANB injection. The level of intra operative pain during access opening was recorded again using the same scale. If the patients reported moderate or severe pain during the procedure, the IANB was defined as “unsuccessful,” and a supplementary injection was administered.

Results: There was statistically significant difference found in pain reduction among 3 groups (p=0.01). Post hoc analysis revealed significant difference between Group 1(Control) and Group 2(IANB+ small ice pack) with (p=0.003). Overall success rate of IANB was found to be 66.66 %.

Conclusion: Both the techniques of intraoral cryotherapy exhibited improved pain reduction as well as increased the success rate of IANB in mandibular molar teeth with SIP. Hence based on the results obtained, it is suggested that cryotherapy can serve as a useful adjunct to anaesthesia during endodontic procedures.
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1. Introduction

Mandibular first molar is the most commonly affected with carious lesions as it is the earliest permanent tooth to erupt. So, Inferior alveolar nerve block is the most commonly used nerve block in endodontics, as it is used to anaesthetize mandibular molars for cavity preparation and endodontic treatment. The success rate reported of Inferior alveolar nerve block is less i.e 19 to 22 %, especially in the cases of symptomatic irreversible pulpitis(SIP).¹ There are certain factors responsible for lower success rates such as difficulty in identifying anatomical landmarks, fear and anxiety of patient, volume and type of anesthetic solution administered, and presence of inflammation.² To overcome these factors certain other alternative techniques were recommended. One of those techniques is Gow-Gates
nerve block (GGNB)\(^3\) which targets the main mandibular nerve division as it comes out of the foramen ovale, thus anesthetizing the whole of the mandibular nerve. Considerable advantages of the Gow-Gates technique over IANB, include its lower incidence of positive aspiration (approximately 2% vs. 10% to 15% with the IANB) and the absence of problems with accessory sensory innervation to the mandibular teeth therefore improving its higher success rate. Though the success rate improved to (95-96%) but still not 100%. Numerous studies have documented the use of supplementary anesthetic technique such as intrapulpal, intraosseous and intraligamentary, to improve the success of anesthesia.\(^4\) As none of the technique promised 100 percent success rate, search is still on to look for an adjunct which is easy to use and could provide more profound anesthesia. Cryotherapy is derived from the Greek words “cryos” denoting “cold” and “therapeia” denoting “cure”.\(^5\) It is a long-standing technique that has frequently been applied in medicine for pain management and postoperative care.\(^6\) In the field of endodontics, cryotherapy has been reported to be used after periradicular surgeries and during root canal treatment to minimize postoperative pain and inflammation.\(^7\) Other implementation of cryotherapy in endodontics is deep cryotherapy of nickel-titanium (NiTi) endodontic files, which offered enhanced cyclic fatigue resistance, reducing potential file separation.\(^8\) Very few studies have been done on evaluate the effect of cryotherapy as an adjunct in anesthesia. Recently a study done by Topçuoglu at al where they concluded that use of Intraoral cryotherapy in the form of small ice pack increased the success rate of IANBs in mandibular molar teeth with SIP.\(^9\) Another study with was done by Vishnupriya et al evaluated the efficacy of Endo-Ice as an adjunct to inferior alveolar nerve block and they concluded that cold is a simple, supplementary technique in reducing pain during pulp extirpation.\(^10\) However, to date, there are no clinical trials evaluating and comparing the effect of vestibular intraoral ice pack therapy with endo ice application on the success rate of IANBs in mandibular molars with SIP. Based on this information, we evaluated and compared the effect of preoperative intraoral small ice packs (wrapped in sterile gauze) therapy versus application of endo ice as an adjunct on the success rate of IANBs in mandibular molars with SIP.

2. Materials and Methods

This study was a randomized controlled clinical trial. It was designed and reported by adhering to consolidated standards of reporting trials statement and approval was obtained from institutional ethical committee (Figure 1)

2.1. Study design

Sixty patients fitting the inclusion criteria were included in the study. Oral and written consent forms were obtained from all patients who participated in the trial. Baseline parameters such as age, gender, tooth nomenclature, preoperative pain were recorded prior to treatment. The inclusion criteria were, patients in good health between 18–50 years of age, mandibular molars diagnosed with SIP; preoperative pain > 4 on a visual analog scale (Moderate to severe pain). The exclusion criteria were patients not willing to participate in the study, allergic to lignocaine, age not falling between 18-50 years, non vital teeth, teeth with apical periodontitis, medically compromised patients, Immature young permanent teeth and patients with history of intake of analgesics, steroids, and/or antibiotics in the recent past 48 hrs.

2.2. Study protocol

Pulp sensitivity was confirmed by a positive response to electric pulp testing and a prolonged response to cold testing. Also, the periapical status of the tooth in the radiograph was normal. For each tooth, a diagnosis of SIP was made based on clinical and radiographic findings. Patients were also given adequate information regarding the required treatment.

2.3. Randomization

Computer-generated randomization sequence was carried out by the statistician who was not involved in the study. The randomized order of interventions was concealed in sequentially numbered, opaque, individual tamper-proof sealed envelopes, opened by the operator at the time of treatment. The outcome assessor was a senior endodontist with minimum 10 years of experience and was unaware of the assigned treatment. In short, the design used in this study was a randomized single-blind controlled trial.

All the patients were asked to rate their preoperative pain on a 0-10 Numeric Visual Analog Scale (VAS).(Figure 2)

2.4. Study groups

Group 1 (Control,n=10) - A standard IANB was administered using 3.6 mL 2% lidocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine. The block was administered with a 27-G, long (31-mm) needle inserted slightly laterally at the middle portion of the pterygomandibular raphe to contact bone with the needle bevel directed toward the bone, slightly withdrawn, and aspirated, and solution was deposited.(Figure 3)
Group 2 (IANB+ small ice pack, n=10) – A standard IANB was given in the same way as was given in the control group. After anesthesia, small ice packs (wrapped in sterile gauze) were placed intrarally in the mouth on the vestibular surface of the treated tooth. Patients were instructed to keep the ice pack in the mouth for 5 minutes. Patients were instructed to remove the ice pack for 1 minute if they felt extreme cold or a burning sensation. (Figure 4)

Group 2 (IANB+ Endo Ice, n=10) – Standard IANB was administered as described previously, then Endolce (1,1,1,2 tetrafluoroethane; Hygenic Corp, Akron, OH) was applied on the buccal, lingual (3 s/surface), and occlusal surfaces (4s) for a total of 10 s. (Figures 5 and 6)

The endodontic procedure in all the groups began 15 minutes after the IANB if the patient had lip numbness and negative response to the electric pulp test. All operators involved in the study had at least 10 years of experience. Standardization of the protocol was done by choosing the same operator, material, technique and clinical settings. Tooth was isolated using rubber dam. The pulp was removed and deroofing was done. (Figure 7) The working length was confirmed using an electronic apex locator (ProPex Pixi; DentsplyMaillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) and periapical radiographs. A glide path was established with K-files up to a size #15, and the canals were instrumented with nickel titanium rotary files (Protaper universal; DentsplyMaillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland). The established working length was checked repeatedly throughout the procedure. Depending on the individual tooth, the final apical preparation size was determined as being 3 sizes larger than the first file binding at the working length. During the endodontic procedure, the patients were instructed to report their pain again on the scale of 0-10 according to numeric Visual analog scale. (Figure 8) If the patient recorded no pain or mild pain, the IANB injection was considered a success and treatment continued. If the patient had moderate to severe pain (VAS rating > 4), the IANB was considered a failure. Supplemental anesthesia (periodontal ligament injection or intrapulpal anesthesia) was performed to provide patient comfort throughout the treatment. During the instrumentation process, each canal was irrigated with 5 mL 3% sodium hypochlorite using a syringe with a 31-G double side-port needle (NaviTip; Ultradent, South Jordan, UT) placed 1 mm short of the working length. The final irrigation after the completion of the canal preparation was performed with 5 mL 3% sodium hypochlorite using a syringe and a 31-G double side-port needle (NaviTip) placed 1 mm short of the working length for 1 minute in each canal. Each canal was then irrigated with 2 mL 17% EDTA for 1 minute. The final irrigation was completed with 5 mL distilled water. After the final irrigation, all teeth were obturated in the same session with guttapercha and resin-based sealer.

2.5. Evaluation
The level of pre- and intra operative pain was recorded as a continuous data using simple numeric Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). The VAS consisted of a line of 10 cm length anchored by two extremes with 0 signifying no pain and 10 representing the worst pain imaginable. Whereas, 1-3 denotes mild pain, 4-6 moderate pain and 7-9 denotes severe pain.

2.6. Statistical analysis
Data was described using mean (SD) for quantitative variables and percentages for qualitative variables. The difference between the groups with respect to reduction in pain was assessed using ANOVA. The post hoc difference was analysed using Tukey’s test. The success rates between the groups was assessed using chi square test. Association of pain reduction and success rate with age, sex, tooth number and number of canals was analysed using chi square test. Significance was assumed at 0.05 level. Statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS 23.0 software.

3. Results
There was statistically significant difference found in the reduction of pain in 3 groups (p=0.01). Post hoc analysis revealed significant difference between Group 1 and Group 2 with (p=0.003). No differences were found between Group 1 and 3 and Group 2 and 3. Maximum reduction was seen in Group 2 with mean score of 6.6 (SD=1.17) [Table 1, Graph 1]. Overall success rate of IANB was found to be 66.6%. The success rate in Groups 1, 2 and 3 were 50%, 80% and 70% respectively [Graph 2]. However, no statistical significance was obtained in the success rates in the three groups (p=0.35). No association of age, sex, tooth nomenclature and number of canals was seen with reduction in pain nor with success rate in the three groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.200</td>
<td>.9189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.600</td>
<td>1.1738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.800</td>
<td>.7888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.867</td>
<td>1.1059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion
Mandibular molars are most susceptible to develop dental caries because of their early eruption pattern. Macek et
al. confirmed that the lower molars are the most severely affected teeth in the entire dentition. An inferior alveolar nerve block (IANB) is the standardized injection technique used for anesthetizing mandibular molars. Predictable anesthesia is an essential requirement for both the patient and dentist. The patient’s opinion about his dental treatment is closely related to the local anesthesia experiences he has had. However, an IANB does not always result in successful pulpal anesthesia, especially in patients with symptomatic irreversible pulpitis (SIP). Because during inflammation specific inflammatory mediators like Bradykinin, Prostaglandin E2 gets activated and they alter the functional activity of nerves by reducing their firing threshold. Various techniques are in current use to anesthetize the Inferior alveolar nerve. Each technique has its own advantages and disadvantages. Apart from conventional technique one of the other recognized technique is Gow-Gates technique. Though it is reported to have higher success rates, the onset of anesthesia is very slow. Agren and Danielson stated that the latency can be from 10 to 20, even to 30 min, and in rare cases to 45 min. Malamed reported when the Gow-Gates technique is administered by inexperienced dental surgeons, it can produce more number of failures and complications than conventional techniques. Manifold approaches have been tried to enhance the success rate of IANBs but none of these approaches could provide 100% success rate especially in cases with SIP. Aggarwal et al compared the efficacy of 1.8 mL and 3.6 mL 2% lidocaine with 1:200,000 epinephrine for IANBs in patients with SIP and reported that increasing the volume of 2% lidocaine to 3.6 mL improved the success rate compared with 1.8 mL. So in the present study 3.6 ml was the chosen volume. Various clinical and experimental studies have highlighted the role of cryoirrigation in controlling post-operative pain after endodontic therapy. Keskin et al. evaluated the effect of
In a study by Emad et al the effect of different irrigation protocols on interleukin 6 expression was evaluated, the results showed all irrigation protocols that used 2–5 mL cold irrigant resulted in a significant reduction of pain score and the lowest expression of interleukin 6. Although the effect of cryotherapy was evaluated on postoperative pain, very few studies in the literature evaluated the effect of cryotherapy on the reduction in pain and success rate of IANBs. Based on this information, the present randomized
controlled trial was conducted. Cryotherapy in endodontics has also been used as a diagnostic tool for pulp vitality testing by means of an easily available device called Endo ice which reaches very low temperatures, even lower than those produced by dry ice and ethyl chloride. Jones reported that the type of carrier used with Endo ice may also affect the results of thermal test. He concluded that a #2 cotton pellet (approx. 6 mm in diameter) is the most effective way to deliver the refrigerant to the test site. So, in the present study we delivered the refrigerant to the test site with the help of a cotton pellet. In a study by C. A. Herrero de Morais et al. tetrafluoroethane (Endo-Ice Green) and the propane-butane mixture (Endo-Frost) presented the lowest temperatures among the refrigerant sprays tested when measured immediately after application on a cotton swab. Most recently, Topçuoglu et al studied the effect of preoperative intraoral cryotherapy application on the success rate of inferior alveolar nerve blocks. They found that use of intraoral cryotherapy increased the potency of inferior alveolar nerve blocks, especially in teeth with symptomatic irreversible pulpitis. Vera et al stated that the optimal application time of cryotherapy depends on the nature of the tissue. However, when minimal fat and muscle are present, a cryotherapy application for 5 minutes is recommended. So in accordance with above mentioned study the sterile gauze packs were applied for only 5 minutes. Cryotherapy slows down neural signals and reduces the release of the chemical mediators that are responsible for pain conduction. These effects could explain the increased effectiveness of the IANB in Group 2 in the present study. Morais et al. evaluated the temperature drop in human coronal dental pulp in incisor teeth treated with different refrigerant sprays and found that treating the tooth surface with Endo-Ice for 10s resulted in drop of pulpal temperature by 9.6 °C. Perhaps in our study, the increased residual dentin thickness of the molars could have contributed to the reduced thermal conductivity of dentin resulting in inadequate cooling. Hence not much reduction in pain. Pantera et al. pointed out that the exposure time in cold testing is only a few seconds until the patient complains and then it is removed, and that this period is not enough to produce hypothermia-associated anesthesia. For the hypothermia associated anesthesia to occur the temperature drop should reach the pulpdentin complex. So that’s why in the present study Endo ice refrigeran spray was used for 10 seconds. There are many Instruments for pain-intensity assessment like Visual Analogue Scale/Graphic Rating Scale, verbal rating scale, Numerical rating scale, Pain-O-meter. In several investigations, VAS has shown to be valid and sensitive to treatment effects and to have ratio
scales qualities. Moreover, VAS is a simple, chairside, subjective way of assessing pain and has been used in many previous studies for evaluating endodontic pain. The demographic data (sex, age, and preoperative pain) did not differ between the groups. Therefore, it could be said that these factors had no effect on the findings of the current study.

5. **Strength and Limitations**

Strength of this study is the standardization of the procedure which was done and the bias was eliminated by performing blinding of assessor to the intervention performed. Limitations of present study includes a small sample size and a subjective pain assessment criteria. Moreover, different pain thresholds among the patients may affect VAS values.

6. **Clinical Significance**

Based on the results obtained, it can be concluded that ice pack wrapped in sterile gauze can serve as an adjunct to inferior alveolar nerve block in patients with symptomatic irreversible pulpitis.

7. **Conclusion**

Both the techniques of intraoral cryotherapy showed more reduction in pain and increased success rate of IANB. Better results were obtained with ice packs wrapped in sterile gauze. However, Supplemental anesthesia techniques may still be required to achieve profound pulpal anesthesia in many cases.
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